INTRODUCTION
a Christian Emperor who had been appointed to build up his
realm upon the foundation of a unified Christian faith—an
Empire centred in a Christian capital and that capital sur-
rounded by a deeply rooted tradition of Hellenistic culture.
Those are the factors which had to be brought 'to keep house
together*. And this Christian Emperor, incorporating in his
own person the immense majesty of pagan Rome, could not,
of course, make Christianity the religion of the Roman
State—that was unthinkable—but the man to whom the
Christian God had amazingly shown unmerited favour had
a vision of what in the future might be realized and he could
build for that future. Within the pagan Empire itself one
could begin to raise another—a Christian—Empire: and
one day the walls of the pagan Empire would fall and in their
place the Christian building would stand revealed. In a
Christian capital the Roman tradition of law and government
would draw its authority and sanction from the supreme
imperium which had been the permanent element in the
constitutional development of the Roman State; that State
itself, become Christian and Orthodox, would be sustained
through a Catholic and Orthodox Church, while Greek
thought and Greek art and architecture would preserve the
Hellenistic tradition. And in that vision Constant]ne anti-
cipated, foresaw, the Byzantine Empire. And thus for any
comprehending study of that Empire one must go as far
back at least as the reign of Constantine the Great.
The factors which went to form Constantino's problem—
the pagan Hellenistic culture, the Roman tradition, the
Christian Church—were only gradually fused after long
stress and strife. The chronicle of that struggle is no mere
Preface or Prelude to the history of the Byzantine Empire;
it is an integral part of that history, for in this period of
struggle the precedents were created and the moulds were
shaped which determined the character of the civilization
which was the outcome of an age of transition. Without
a careful study of the Empire's growing-pains the later
development will never be fully comprehended.
And from the first the rulers of the Empire recognized the
duty which was laid upon them, their obligation to preserve
that civilization which they had inherited, to counter the

